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THE EFFECT OF THE DUAL ON A BANACH SPACE AND
THE WEAK FIXED POINT PROPERTY

T I M DALBY

A number of Banach space properties have been shown to imply the weak fixed point
property. If the dual of a Banach space were to possess some of these properties then
the original space can been shown to satisfy related conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

A Banach space is said to have the weak fixed point property if every nonexpansive
mapping on every nonempty weak compact convex set has a fixed point. The usual
approach to show that a certain property is sufficient for the weak fixed point property
is to assume that X does not satisfy the weak fixed point property and then try for
a contradiction. Failure to have the weak fixed point property means that there is a
nonempty weak compact convex set C and a fixed point free nonexpansive mapping
T : C -> C. Thus C cannot be a singleton, so diam(C) > 0. From here it is possible
show the existence of an approximate fixed point sequence, (xn), in C. That is, a sequence
that satisfies

limn\\Txn-xn\\ = 0.

An important step in many proofs is the introduction of minimal invariant subsets.
If K is a minimal invariant subset of C for T then K is nonempty weak compact, convex
and T(K) C K. Moreover, K has no nonempty weak compact convex proper subsets
that are T-invariant. The existence of such minimal subsets comes from an application
of Zorn's lemma.

Goebel [6] and Karlovitz [8] produced the following result. If K is a minimal invari-
ant subset and (xn) is an approximate fixed point sequence in K then

limn ||x - xn\\ = diam(D) for all x e K.

This is commonly known as the Goebel-Karlovitz Lemma.
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178 T. Dalby [2]

Starting with an approximate fixed point sequence, (xn) in K, we may assume that
(xn) is weak convergent and by a dilation and a translation we can further assume that
xn —l 0 and diam(A') = 1. So 0 € K and lim,, | | i n | | = 1. This situation amounts to the
usual set up in the start of many proofs of the weak fixed point property.

In addition, it may be assumed that X is separable, see for example Goebel and Kirk
[7]. So throughout this paper X will be assumed to be an infinite dimensional separable
Banach space. Note that one consequence of the assumption that X is separable is that
the dual unit ball, BX', is weak* sequentially compact. Thus in a number of instances,
sequences in Bx- will be assumed, without loss of generality, to be weak* convergent.

2. PRELIMINARIES

In the numerous attempts to find sufficient conditions for the weak fixed point prop-
erty, many other properties have been described. Most of these properties involve some
sort of link between weak null sequences and the norm. In other words, if xn —*• 0 what
can be said about the type lim sup ||ar —a;n|| where x € X? This paper considers the effect

n—»oo

on a Banach space when its dual has some of these properties, but first some definitions.
A bounded convex subset, C, of a Banach space X is said to be diametral if for all

xeC
diam(C) = sup | | i - y\\,

vec

where sup \\x — y\\ is the radius of C about x.

Such sets could be considered to be abnormal and hence a Banach space X has
normal structure if it does not contain any nontrivial bounded convex diametral sub-
sets. Similarly X(X') has weak (weak*) normal structure if it does not contain any
nontrivial weak (weak*) compact convex diametral subsets. All uniformly convex spaces
have normal structure. Prus [13] showed that uniformly noncreasy spaces need not have
normal structure but have the fixed point property. These spaces are superreflexive
and the property of uniform noncreasy is self dual. Garcia- Falset, Llorens-Fuster and
Mazcunan-Navarro [5] have generalised the uniform noncreasy concept to r-uniformly
noncreasy. If X fails to have weak normal structure then there exists a sequence, (xn),
satisfying xn —>• 0 and

limn \\x — xn\\ = diamco{:r.n}f = 1 for all x e C.

Since 0 € co{in}f we have lim | | i n | | = 1.

Clearly weak normal structure implies the weak fixed point property. However CQ

fails to have weak normal structure but has the weak fixed point property. So weak
normal structure can be considered to be a strong condition in terms of the weak fixed
point property.
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Opial [10] introduced what is now called Opial's condition.

If xn —»• 0 and x ^ 0 then limsupn ||a;n|| < limsupn \\xn - x\\.

The condition remains the same if both the lim sups are replaced by lim infs. It is clear
that Opial's condition implies weak normal structure.

Nonstrict Opial condition has the strict inequality replaced by '^ ' .

The condition, WORTH, was introduced independently by Rosenthal [14] and Sims
[15]. This states that if xn —>• 0 and x € X then

limsupn ||xn - z|| = limsupn ||xn + x\\.

It is straight forward to show that WORTH implies the nonstrict Opial condition.

There are analogous definitions for weak* null sequences in X* which are called
respectively *Opial's condition, nonstrict *Opial condition and WORTH*.

A Banach space X has property (K) if there exists K 6 [0,1) such that whenever
xn ->• 0, | |xn|| -> 1 and liminfn \\xn — x\\ ^ 1 we have ||z|| ^ K.

The condition that ||a;n|| —¥ 1 can be replaced by ||a;n|| = 1 for all n.

Property (K*) for weak* convergent sequences in X* is defined similarly.

If K is not the same across X but depends on the sequence (xn), then the condition
is called property (k). Clearly property (K) implies property (k). Similarly property
(K*) implies property (&*).

Sims [16] has shown that property (K) implies weak normal structure, though the
proof in fact establishes the result for property (k).

Garcia-Falset [3] introduced the coefficient R(X) to obtain the weak fixed point
property.

R{X) := supjliminf ||xn — x\\ : xn —*• 0, | | i n | | < 1 for all n, ||x|| ^ l } .

So 1 < R(X) ^ 2.

Some values for R(X) are, R(co) = 1 and R(LP) - 21/", 1 ^ p < oo.

Garcia-Falset [3] showed that if X has the nonstrict Opial condition and R(X) < 2
then X has the weak fixed point property. At about the same time Prus [12] produced
a similar result. Later Garcia-Falset [4] was able to drop the nonstrict Opial condition.

3. RESULTS

Now for the effect that X* has on X if X* has these properties.

PROPOSITION 1 . If X is a. Banach space and X* has the nonstrict *Opial con-

dition then X has the nonstrict Opial condition.
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P R O O F : Assume that X does not satisfy the nonstrict Opial condition then there
is (xn), x in X where xn —* 0 and limsupn ||xn|| > limsupn||xn - x\\. Passing to a
subsequence we have

limn ||xn|| > limsupn \\xn - x\\.

Choose x^ G Sx' such that x^(xn) = \\xn\\ for all n. Passing to a subsequence we may
assume that x*n —

l x* 6 Bx- and lim,, ||x£ — x*\\ exists. Nonstrict *Opial condition implies
limn | K - x*|| H limn | |x;| | = 1. Then

limn \\xn - x\\ ^ liminfn(x' - x')(xn - x)

= limn||xn| |-x*(x)+x'(x)

= limn||xn||.

Contradiction. D

PROPOSITION 2 . IfX is a Banach space, X* has WORTH* then X has WORTH.

P R O O F : Assume that X does not have WORTH then there exists (xn) in X, xn ->• 0

and u € X such that

limsupn ||zn + u|| > limsupn ||xn - u||.

Passing to a subsequence we may assume

limn ||xn + u|| > limn \\xn - u\\.

Choose x*n 6 Sx- such that x*n(xn + u) = ||xn + u|| for all n.
Passing to a subsequence we may assume x*n -^ x* € Bx- • So

limn ||xn + u|| = limn x* (xn + u)

= limnx*(xn) + limnx*(u) - 21imnz*(zn)

= limn(x* - x')(xn) + limn x*(u - xn)

= limn((x*n-x')-xt){xn-u)

^ limsupn||(x; - x*) - x*|| ||xn - u||

= l imsupj(x; - x*) + x*|| \\xn - u\\ using WORTH*

= limsupn| |x; | | | |xn-u| |

= limsupn ||xn — u||.

This contradicts the original assumption. D
Note that this result is contained within the proof of Prus [12, Lemma 2.2]. Dr M.

Smyth also independently obtained this result (personal communication).
Turett [18] showed that if EQ(X*) < 1 then X had normal structure. In fact, X has

uniform normal structure; see for example Prus [11]. Now if X* has WORTH* then the
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value of £o(^*) can be pushed out to be strictly less than 2. Note that eo(X*) < 2 means
that X* is uniformly nonsquare and is equivalent to lim p ( r ) / r < 1.

PROPOSITION 3 . Let X be a Ba.na.ch space where X* is uniformly nonsquare
and has WORTH* then X has normal structure.

PROOF: Let X be a Banach space where X* has WORTH* and so(X*) < 2. Then
both X and X* are superreflexive and X has WORTH. Assume X does not have weak
normal structure then Turett [18] showed that there exists (xn) in Bx such that xn ->• 0,
limn ||xn|| = 1, diam{xn}f = 1, xi = 0 and dist(xn,co{xi,. . . ,xn-i}) > 1 - 1/n.

Also, for each n € N, there exists x*n € Sx- such that

1 ^ x*n(xn) - x'n(Xj) > 1 - 1/n for j = 1 , . . . ,n - 1.

So for j = 1, 1 Js x*n{xn) > 1 - 1/n for n > 2.

We may assume x*n —*• x* € J5x> •

Given e > 0 select j0 € N, j 0 > 1, l/jo < e/2 and |z*(z>0)| < e/4. For t > j0

sufficiently large

|(x* - x*)(xjo)\ < e/4, |a;J0(a;i)| < e/2 and | | i j 0 - xt\\ +£^ \\xjo + Xi\\.

The latter inequality is due to X having WORTH. Therefore

\xl(Xj0)\ < e/2.

Then

> 1 - l/j0 - e/2

And

= x*{xi) - x\{xk)

> 1 - 1/i - e/2

Therefore
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where S(Bx.,x,6) — {x* e Bx. : x*(x) > 1 - 6} is the x,S-slice of Bx-. Now

Y ^ 7 feo) + x'h(Xi) + X'jo(xjo))

> ^ ( 1 - 1/t - e/2 - e/2 + 1 - l/j0)

2-2e
>TT7
> 2 - 4e.

Therefore diamS(j3x., ((x< - xjo)/\\xi - z;o||),e) ^ 2.

By adapting the proof of proposition 1 of Turett [18], eo(X') = 2, which produces
a contradiction. D

Takahashi and Kato [17] have shown that X is uniformly nonsquare if and only if
X* is uniformly nonsquare. This allows for an easier proof of the proposition.

From the above proof we obtain the following corollary.

COROLLARY 4 . If X is a Banach space with WORTH and lim P{T)/T < 1 then

X has normal structure.

Proposition 3 complements nicely a result of Garcia-Falset [2] which states that if
a Banach space X is uniformly nonsquare and has WORTH then X has the fixed point
property. Sims [16] improved on this by showing that if X is e-inquadrate in every
direction for some e < 2 and has WORTH then X has weak normal structure.

Property (K) and R(X) < 2 are seemingly unrelated conditions but if X* has the
nonstrict *Opial condition then R{X) < 2 and property (K) are dual to each other.

PROPOSITION 5 . Let X be a Banach space where X* satisfies the nonstrict

*Opial condition:

(a) ifR(X') < 2 then X has property {K);

(b) ifX' has property (K*) then R(X) < 2.

PROOF: Recall t ha t since X* has the nonstrict *Opial condition X has the nonstrict

Opial condition.

(a) Let xn —l 0, limn | |xn | | = 1 and liminfn \\xn - x\\ ^ 1. Choose x*, y' € S*-

where x*(xn) = | |x n | | for all n and y*(x) = ||x||. Without loss of generality we may

assume x* -^ x* e Bx- • Then

l i m s u p n ( x ; - x* - y*)(xn - x) = 1 - x*(x) + x*(x) + y'(x)
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But

l imsupn« - x* - y*)(xn - x) < limsupn IK - x* - y*\\ \\xn - x\\

<limsupn||x;-x'-y*||

^ R(X*)

since limsupn \\x'n - x' | | < limn ||xj;|| = 1. Therefore ||x|| ^ R(X*) - 1 < 1. So AT has
property (K) with K = R(X') - 1.

(b) Suppose xn -»• 0, ||xn|| < 1 for all n and ||x|| < 1. Select a;* € Sx~, x^(xn +x)
= \\xn + x\\ for all n. We may assume x*n -^ x* in Bx-- Nonstrict *Opial condition
implies that limsupn ||a;* — x*\\ < limn ||x* || = 1. So in turn, property (K*) implies that
||a;*|| ^ K. Hence

limsupn ||zn + 1 | | = limsupnX^a;,, + x)

= limsupn(z;;)(zn) + x'(x)

= limsupn||xB|| + ||x*||

i*l +K, 0<K <1.

Therefore R(X) ^ 1 + K < 2. D

COROLLARY 6 . Let X be a Banach space where X* satisfies the nonstrict *Opial
condition. If R(X*) < 2 then X* has the w*-6xed point property and X has the weak
fixed point property.

Combining proposition 5 with the results from Sims [16], we obtain the following
corollaries.

COROLLARY 7 . Let X be a Banach space where X' has the nonstrict *Opial

condition. If X* is e-URR for some e € (0,1) then X has the weak Bxed point property.

COROLLARY 8 . Let X be a Banach space where X* has the nonstrict *Opial
condition. If X* is e-inquadrate in every direction for some e € (0,1) then X has the
weak fixed point property.

COROLLARY 9 . Let X be a Banach space where X* has WORTH*. If X' is
e-inquadrate in every direction for some e € (0,2) then X has the weak fixed point
property.

If R(X') takes on the extreme value of 1 then some interesting things happen.

PROPOSITION 10. HR(X') = l then R(X) = l.

PROOF: Let xn ->• 0, ||xn|| ^ 1 for all n and ||x|| ^ 1. Choose x* € Sx-, x*n{xn
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+ x) = \\xn + x\\ for all n. Without loss of generality, x*n -^ x* € Bx-- Then

limsupn | | i n + x|| = limsupna;;(2;n + x)

pn(x; - x*)(xn + x) +x*(x)

< limsupn ||a;n + x\\ + x*(x) using R(X*) = 1.

Therefore x* {x) ^ 0. Similarly

lim supn ||xn + z|| = lim supn x*n{xn + x)

= lim supn (x*n + x*) (xn + x) - x* (x)

^ limsupn ||a;* + x*\\ \\xn + x\\ - x*(x)

^ limsupn ||a;n + a;|| — x*(x) using R(X*) = 1.

So x'(x) ^ 0. That is, x*(x) = 0 = limnx;(a;).

Hence

lim supn ||a;n + a;|| = lim supn x*n{xn + x)

<limsupnK||||xn||

D
It turns out that the condition, R(X*) = 1, is very strong.

PROPOSITION 1 1 . IfR(X*) = 1 then X* is not separable, CQ <-»• X* and X has

the Schur property.

P R O O F : From proposition 5, X has property (K) and so weak normal structure.
Combining this with R{X) = 1 leads to X having the Schur property and Co ̂ A X. See
Dalby [1]. If CQ <ft X* then X* has the weak* Schur property and so is finite dimensional.
So Co •—> X* and X* is not separable. See proposition 2.e.8 and the following comments
in Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [9]. D
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